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FINITE ORDER VANISHING OF BOUNDARY VALUES

OF HOLOMORPHIC MAPPINGS

MITJA LAKNER

(Communicated by Clifford J. Earle, Jr.)

Abstract. Suppose that /* is a holomorphic function on a half-disc in the

complex plane that extends continuously to the diameter E , such that the ex-

tension maps £ to a double cone with the vertex at the origin. If the extension

f\E has an isolated zero at the origin, then / vanishes to finite order at 0.

1.   Introduction

Let A+ = {z £ C : \z\ < 1, 3fa? z > 0} be a half-disc, E = {iy : -1 < y < 1}

its diameter, and Y = {z £ C : z = r e'9, cp £ [cpx, cp2], r £ VL) a double cone

in the complex plane with cp2- cpx < n . Let / be a function defined on A+ .

If f(z) = o(zn) for all integers « e Z+ , then we say that / vanishes to infinite

order at 0. We shall prove the following result:

Theorem. Suppose that f is a holomorphic function on A+ that extends contin-

uously to the diameter E, such that the extension maps E to Y. If the extension

f\E has an isolated zero at the origin, then f vanishes to finite order at 0.

Results in this direction have been obtained recently by Bell and Lempert [2]

and Alinhac, Baouendi, and Rothschild [1], where the role of a cone took a C°°

smooth curve.

The idea of the proof is as follows. The path f\E lies in a cone, so it cannot

wind around the origin as is the case for f(z) = e~l/ which extends to a

C°° function on A+ and vanishes to infinite order at 0. We shall develop

the notion of index of a continuous curve that is not necessarilly closed. The

theorem will follow from Lemmas 1 and 2 below.
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2.   Index

Let y : [a, ß] —> C\{0} be a piecewise continuously differentiable curve in

the plane. If y is closed then the index of y with respect to 0 is the integer

1    f dz       \    fß y'(t) ,
WJ     2ni J7  z      2ni Ja   y(t)

If the curve y is not closed, then the number w(y) defined above is real if

and only if the endpoints of y are at the same distance from the origin.

We define the index of y with respect to 0 to be the real number

Ixid(y) = $tew(y).

The number 2% Ind(y) is the net increase of the argument of y(t). If two paths

in C\{0} have the same endpoints, then the difference of their indexes is an

integer.

This index has the following properties:

(2.1) Ind(y) = IndOVM).
(2.2) Ind(y) = 0, if y lies on a ray from the origin.

(2.3) |lnd(}0| < 1/2, if y lies in a half-plane {z : ^fte(az) > 0} through

the origin.

If y : [a, ß] -* C\{0} is only a continuous path, then let J > 0 be its distance

from the origin and let y : [a, ß] —► C\{0} be any continuously differentiable

path satisfying

(i)  \y(t) - y(t)\ < S for all t£[a, ß], and

(ii)  y(a) = y(a),     Kß) = y{ß).

We define the index of y with respect to 0 to be the number

Ind(y) = Ind(y).

A homotopy argument shows that this number is independent of the choice of

y provided that (i) and (ii) hold. Properties (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) remain valid.

3. Lemma 1

Lemma 1. Let f : A+ —► C be as in the theorem. If the function f has an

isolated zero at the origin in A+ then f cannot vanish to infinite order at 0.

Proof. Suppose the lemma is not true. Shrinking A+ we may assume that the

origin is the only zero of / on A+. Let yr(t) = re", t £ [-n/2, n/2], r £

(0, 1], and let I(r) = Ind(/o yr) be the index of the path f °yr with respect

to the origin. We shall prove

(3.1) lim r-^-r i  ^dr = oo.
r\olxil/rJr     r

Suppose that (3.1) is valid. Let y C A+ be the closed path y = yr +1* + (-yx ) +

l~ , where /r+, /" are straight connections. See Figure 1.

If we shrink y to y that lies in A+ , we may apply Cauchy's theorem to /'//

and get

(3.2) 0 = Ke^-f f-jdz = I(r) + Ind(/ o Ûr) - /( 1) + Ind(/ oÇ).
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Figure 1

The paths f°lr lie in a cone T, so their indexes are bounded by (2.3). From

(3.2) we conclude that there is a constant C < oo such that |/(r)| < C for

all r £ (0, 1]. Hence the averages in (3.1) are bounded and we get a contra-

diction. To prove (3.1) we map A+ conformally onto the strip S = {w £ C :

dtew < 0, \^smw\ < n/2} by the mapping w = lnz. Since A+ is simply con-

nected, there is a function Q>, holomorphic on A+ and continuous on A+\{0},

such that

f(z)
*(*)

zeA+\{0}.

For all a 6 (0, n/2) we have for the path y"(t) = re", t £ [-a, a],

Ind(/o v°) = fte^-. / Çdz = SRe^-U / OVz
r 2ni .L» / 2ni Jr'r,

= 9fa?-L[<D(/Va) - ®(re~ia)].
Ini

In the limit as a/ n/2 we get

I(r) = ISte^-Wre™11) - ®(re~'n/2)].
¿ni

Define 'F(tü) = Q>(ew) = m(jc , y) + iv(x, y), where w = x + iy is a point in

S. With this notation we have

I(r) = ¿[ftfnr, tc/2) - v(lnr, -tt/2)] = ¿/Ä/2(lnr)

where we have defined

(3.3) Ja(x) = v(x,a)-v(x,-a),        x<0,0<a<n/2.

Using the Cauchy-Riemann equations we obtain
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and for c < O

rOr ía    c du       ía r
I  Ja(x)dx= I   dy      —dx=      u(0,y)dy-      u(c,y)dy

>K- Í  u(c,y)dy,
J —a

where K is a constant independent of a and c. In the limit as a S n/2 we

get

/•O rn/2

(3.4) /  Jn/2(x)dx > K - /      u(c,y)dy,        c < 0.
Je J-n/2

The infinite order vanishing condition f(z) = o(z ) for all k £ N implies

0= lim
z—0
zeÄ+

/(*) lim
í-»0
zeA+

*(2)

,/tlnz

.. SRc[y(lnz)-/tlnz] ,.
=  hm e =  hm e

,.      |   ^lnzj-itlnz,
hm \e

z€A+

«(.*:,}>)—kx

z->0

zeA+

uj—»oo

Hence for every k £ N there is a constant x0 < 0 such that m(x , y) < &X for

all x < x0 , y £ [-n/2, n/2]. This together with (3.4) gives

r°
/  Kl2^X^X - k ~~ n^c >

so
i r°

liminf — /  Jn(x)dx > nk   for every k £ N.
C-+-00   |c| _/c     nl¿

For c = In r we get

1   /"0r    i \a l      f1 r    n    ¿r        2n     [l W ■
ft /   J^n\x)dx = -—r-r- /   7,,,(Inn— = :—r-r- /   —^-ar
\c\Jc   nl2 lnl/r'r    "/2V     yr      In 1//■',.     r

and (3.1) is proved.

4. Lemma 2

Lemma 2. Let f : A+ —> C 6e «5 /'« i/ze theorem. Then the origin 0 £ C ¿s «o/

î«ê" ft'm/í po/«/ of zeros of f in A+ .

Proof. We may suppose that f\E vanishes only at the origin and

(4.1) l/l < 1     on A"

Suppose that the lemma does not hold. Let (rn) be a decreasing sequence of

positive numbers, such that all zeros of / lie on half-circles in A+ with centers

at origin. Each of these half-circles contains only finitely many, say /c(«), zeros

of /, counted with multiplicities. Let

An = {rev :<p£[-n/2, n/2],rn+x <r<rj
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be the semi-annulus bounded with half-circles of radius r„ and r„., .  As in
n n+i

the previous proof we take the path yr(t) - re", t £ [-n/2, n/2], r £ (0, 1 ].

We shall assume that r ^ rn , so the path does not contain any zeros of /. Let

I(r) = Ind(/o yr) be the index of f oyr with respect to the origin.

First we can show the existence of one sided limits of the index I(r) at points

rn. Fix « £ N and write / in the form

/(z) = (2-a1)',."(2-û))V(z)

where ax, ... , a, are all the zeros of / on the half-circle of radius rn (J2Jxlk —

«:(«)) and y/ is a continuous function without zeros on closure of An_x U An ,

holomorphic in the interior. For all points z in An_x U An we have

f'jz) =M     lk ip'(z)

f(z)      t^xz-ak      W(z) "

It follows that

(4.2) I(r) = ¿/,Ind(yr - ak) + Ind(^ o yr).
k=l

The last term is a continuous function of r on the interval (rn+x, rn). At the

point r = |a| the index Ixvd(yr-a) has left and right limit equal to -1/4, 3/4

respectively. From (4.2) we conclude that

/(/-„-) = lim I{r) = -K(n)/4 + Ind(^ o y ),
ryr„ '»

/(r_+) = lim /(r) = 3k(«)/4 + Ind(^ o v ),

and

(4.3) /(»",,+)-/(%-) + «(»),       «eN.

In the semi-annulus ^^ we construct a closed path as in the proof of Lemma 1

and get

(4.4) I(rn-) - I(rn+X+) + Ind(fol+) + lnd(/o Ç) = 0.

Since the straight line connections I* are mapped by / into the cone T,

we obtain

(4.5) |/(rw)-/(/)|<l,        rn+x < r < r" < rn.

From (4.3) and (4.4) we conclude

(4.6) x(n) = I(rn+)-I(rn+x+)+s(n),        «€N,

where s(n) = Ind(/o/+) + Ind(/o/~). Summing the first m relations (4.6) we

get
m m

/('-,+)-/('•m+1+) + E5(") = E'c(")-
n=\ n=\
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Since J2s(n)  is the sum of indexes of two paths lying in the cone T, it is

bounded by one, so

lim I(r„+) = -oo.
n—»oo       "

From this and (4.5) we conclude

(4.7) lim   I(r) = -oo.
r\0

Hence there is a constant r0 e (0, 1) such that

oo

(4.8) I(r)<-1   forallre(0,r0]\(J{/-J.
i

We shall assume that / is a continuously differentiable function on A+ . In

the continuous setting the proof has to be modified as in Lemma 2; we introduce

Ja(x) by (3.3) and take the limit as a S n/2.

As in the previous proof we map A+ onto a strip S by logarithm w — In z

and get a continuously differentiable function <ï> on [j An, holomorphic in the

interior, such that f(z) = e (z). We also have

and

(4.9)

I(r) = Ke±imrei7tl2)-<!>(re-inl2)],        re(0, \)\\j{rn),

I(r) = ¿[»(tor, n/2) - v(\nr, -n/2)] = ¿/(tor)

where *P(u>) = O(e^) = u(x, y)+iv(x, y) and J(x) = u(x, n/2)-v(x, -re/2)

= f_n,2(du/dx)dy . From (4.9) we see that function J is piecewise continuous

and has one sided limits at points \xirn . The integral /clnr° J(x)dx exists for

every c < lnrQ . On the interval [c, lnr0] the integrand J(x) has only finitely

many discontinuities. In the following calculation we assume that there is only

one such point ß :

I
lnr„

J(x)dx =lim
£\0 i

(4.10)

8 r\nr0

J(x)dx+ /      J(x)dx
Jß+S

,*/2/n/z /-Tt/z

u(lnr0,y)dy- /      u(c,y)dy
-n/2 J-n/2

ft/2
+ lim/      [m()Î - e, y) - m(í8 + e, y)]rfj;.

1/2

We can show that the last limit equals zero. We first observe

^^ = |exp(0>(^))| = \f(ew)\

f(eß-£+iy'

(4.11)

and

(4.12) u(ß - e, y) - u(ß + e, y) = In
')

fie
ß+e+iy
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Then we factorize all zeros of / on the half-circle of radius e   :

f(z) = \[(z - eß+la>)cp(z)

where cp(ew) is without zeros on the rectangle [c, ln^] x [-n/2, n/2]. The

equation (4.12) is now

u(ß - e, y)- u(ß + e,y) = -ke + In
')

cp(eß+e+iy)

since
I „ß-e+iy       „ß+ia, Ieß-e+iy _ eß+laj

eß+e+iy _ eß+"*j
= e

and the last limit in (4.10) is equal to zero. Finally we use (4.10), (4.11), and

(4.1)
r\nr0 rn/2 rn/2

I     J(x)dx= u(lnrQ,y)dy- u(c,y)dy
Jc J-n/2 J-n/2

rn/2

> /      u(lrir0,y)dy = K.
J-n/2

However, if we use (4.8) and (4.9), this gives a contradiction:

K<Í   ''j(x)dx <-2n In ̂     ^    - oo.

Lemma 2 is proved.

5. Remarks

It is interesting that our index I(r) of the path f ° yr in Lemmas 1 and 2

behaves in entirely different ways, as we see in (3.1) and (4.7). In Lemma 1

we could show only the divergence of averages in (3.1), not of the index I(r)

itself.

Let / be of smooth to infinite order on the closure A+ and holomorphic in

the interior A+ . If / has a sequence of zeros (zn) c A+ converging to 0, then

/ must have a zero of infinite order at 0.

We do not know whether the theorem is true if the origin is not an isolated

zero of f\E on the diameter E of the half-disc A+ .
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